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Abstract

Group activity understanding is a challenging task as

multiple people are involved, and their relations may vary

over time. Currently, the literature of group activity is

limited to group activity recognition, because videos are

trimmed in very short duration and focus on a single ac-

tivity. This slows down the progress in the group ac-

tivity domain. In this paper, we propose a new large-

scale untrimmed compositional group activity dataset RIT-

18 based on the volleyball games captured from YouTube.

Each clip in our dataset depicts an entire rally which spans

the duration from serve to a point being scored. Compre-

hensive annotations including group activity labels, tem-

poral boundaries of activities, key persons, and winning

teams are provided. We describe group activity recog-

nition, future activity anticipation, and rally-level winner

prediction challenges, and evaluate several baseline meth-

ods over these challenges. We report their performance

on our dataset and demonstrate further efforts need to be

made. The dataset is available at https://pht180.

rit.edu/actionlab/rit-18.

1. Introduction

Group activity is gaining interest owing to its broad ap-

plications in surveillance [5], crime prevention [22] and

autonomous driving [11]. The goal is to understand the

activity performed by multiple people that belong to a

group. It is of great significance, as in most of the out-

door surveillance scenes, there is more than one person.

Action understanding for single people or two people has

been well explored and diversified in various extended

tasks, including future anticipation [10, 24], human-object-

interaction [23, 17] and temporal activity localization [26].

But for group activity, it is less explored. Currently, Vol-

leyball Dataset [14] and Collective Activity Dataset [5]

are two popularly used datasets for group activity recogni-

tion. Based on these, many group activity recognition meth-
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Figure 1. In our RIT-18 dataset, each clip contains an entire rally

that starts from a serve and goes through many hits until a point

being scored. The activity class, temporal boundary and winner

team of the rally are crowd-sourced, which facilitate the research

for multiple tasks including activity recognition, future anticipa-

tion and winner prediction.

ods [14, 18, 27, 21] have been developed and especially

with the prosperity of relation learning [13, 25], and the

recognition performance has been boosted. However, these

datasets are either too short in duration or too small in size,

i.e. only 41 frames trimmed for each activity clip in Vol-

leyball Dataset. The good performance on these datasets is

limited to recognition under constrained and can be hardly

generalized to the real challenging scenes. More impor-

tantly, because of the short-duration and trimmed videos,

the existing dataset cannot benchmark more challenging

action-related tasks, e.g. activity anticipation [10]. Activity

anticipation requires to predict activity labels given only the

beginning part of the video. It mimics the real urgent sce-

nario where the intelligent system needs to predict activity

before it ends, in order to avoid high-risk outcomes. This

also applies to group activity in surveillance scenes. But the

existing trimmed videos do not contain the progression of

activities and hence cannot evaluate the future anticipation.

Besides, for activity understanding, it is not enough to sim-

ply infer the activity class. It is of great significance if the

goal and intention behind the activity can be predicted. To

this end, for group activity in a volleyball game, predicting



“which team will score the rally” should be a valuable task.

In this paper, we propose a novel group activity dataset,

named as RIT-18, which extends the existing Volleyball

Dataset [14]. The dataset is collected from the 51 volley-

ball game videos on YouTube. We extract a rally which

starts from a service and goes through many hits until a

point being scored, as a clip. For each clip, the activity

classes and temporal boundaries of group activities are an-

notated. Thus, it can be considered as a compositional

activity describing the entire rally. In total, we have 18

group activity classes, which is more diverse than Volley-

ball Dataset [14]. The temporal boundaries of group activ-

ities are provided, which enables the evaluation on various

activity anticipation tasks, e.g. “What will happen in the

next second?” and “What’s the next activity following the

current one?”. Besides, the winner team of a rally is also an-

notated, which enables a longer-term prediction of winner.

“Predicting the winner” is challenging due to many uncer-

tain factors in the progress of a sports game. It requires

a prediction model that learns to understand the group in-

tentions behind their motions. Thus, it cannot be directly

considered as a binary classification task. Lastly, recent

work [27, 9, 19, 2, 12, 4, 16] on group activity recognition

assumes only part of people’s actions influence the group

activity, while others are irrelevant. Inspired by this, we la-

beled the positions and actions of key persons of each activ-

ity by who is touching the ball, which provides a quantita-

tive evaluation of individual contribution in a group activity.

To sum up, the novel RIT-18 dataset offers comprehen-

sive evaluations of group activity understanding via several

challenges including group activity recognition, group ac-

tivity anticipation and winner prediction.

2. Related Dataset

We compare the collected RIT-18 dataset with several

popular group activity and interaction datasets in Table. 1.

The human-object interaction is excluded because it is a dif-

ferent research question.

Some existing datasets [15] focus on the action per-

formed by two people, also called interactions. Previous

work proposes solutions for both the interaction recogni-

tion [15] and interaction anticipation [28]. For activity per-

formed by a group of people, a few datasets [5, 8, 14] have

been proposed. Group activity datasets have been built in

both surveillance [5] and sports scenes [14]. In recent year,

a large amount of methods [1, 21, 14, 3] have achieved good

performance in group activity recognition tasks, mainly ow-

ing to a good relational modeling [25, 13] and suppress-

ing the irrelevant people [18, 27]. However, the datasets on

which they conduct experiments are either of small size, i.e.

only 44 videos in collective activity dataset, or of short du-

ration, i.e. only 41 frames per clip trimmed for each activity

in volleyball dataset. Thus, to better analyze group activity,

a dataset with untrimmed group activity is desired, so that

more challenging tasks can be investigated.

Our RIT-18 dataset follows Volleyball dataset [14], but

extends it to the settings with large-scale and long duration.

In Volleyball dataset [14], each clip contains a short dura-

tion of a single volleyball activity such as spiking. In RIT-18

dataset, each clip describes a rally that starts from serving,

goes through many hits and ends with the ball landing in or

landing out, which is a compositional activity. Using this

dataset, both the group activity recognition and anticipation

can be evaluated.

Winner Prediction Winner prediction aims at predict-

ing which team will score only given the beginning frames

of the compositional activity. Winner prediction is driven by

a general intention of a sports game. Tt can be considered as

goal-based task, different from the label-based classification

task such as activity recognition. Another challenge of win-

ner prediction is a longer-term prediction than activity antic-

ipation and the temporal lengths of a clip are various. Many

uncertain factors might occur in sports games. Because of

these challenges, only very few work has been proposed for

winner prediction. Previously, Decroos et al. [6, 7] presents

a model to predict short-term scoring and conceding prob-

abilities at any moment in a soccer game. But the predic-

tion is based on the summarized language description of the

game. To our best knowledge, there is no existing work

that predicts the winner from the visual signals, even if vi-

sual signals of sports game are ubiquitous online. In our

dataset, we annotate the winner team of each rally and offer

a benchmark for long-term winner prediction.

3. The RIT-l8 Activity Dataset

3.1. Data Collection

We collected video clips from 51 volleyball games on

YouTube. To increase diversity, we select volleyball games

at different professional levels, including Olympics, World

Championship, World League, and NCAA . The games are

almost half-and-half in gender. Around 88% of the games

in the dataset were held after 2016. Figure. 2 shows the

detailed summary of the dataset distribution.

For each game, we divided it into many clips, each of

which contains a rally from serving to a point being scored.

We filtered out very short clips, such as “ace”. The length of

clip varies from 4.04 seconds to 50.50 seconds, depending

on the actual time duration of the rally. On average, the

length of each clip is 9.09 seconds. In total, we collect 1530

clips.

In contrast to Volleyball Dataset [14], video clips in our

dataset are longer and diverse as it consists of the composi-

tional activities of entire rally, while [14] only ranges over

a trimmed activity.



Table 1. A list of the existing group activity recognition datasets. Comp. and Anno. mean compositional activity and annotations,

respectively. Bala. means if the instance numbers of activity labels are balanced. The annotations of each dataset are described in the

Anno. column, where T for tracklets, W for the winner, A for activity, and B for the temporal boundary of an activity. Our RIT-18 dataset

provides comprehensive annotations for evaluating group activity understanding methods.

Dataset Year Comp. Anno. Bala. #Clips #Activities #People Env. #Frames/clip

Collective Activity [5] 2009 No TA Yes 44 7 multiple Surveillance 570

UT-interaction [20] 2010 No A Yes 60 6 2 Surveillance ≈ 100

BIT [15] 2012 No A Yes 400 8 2 Surveillance ≈ 100

Volleyball [14] 2016 No TA Yes 4830 8 multiple Sports 41

RIT-18 2020 Yes TWAB No 1530 18 multiple Sports 298

Women
56.0%

Men
44.0%

Men/Women
2019
11.8%
2012
7.8%

2016
25.5%

2018
33.3%

2017
17.6%

Year
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3.9%

VNL
13.7%

EUROVOLLEY 
3.9%
World 
3.9%

World Grand Prix
11.8%

Vestel Venus 
2.0%

World League
7.8%

NCAA
29.4%

World 
2.0%

Olympics
9.8%

Competition

Figure 2. The statistics of RIT-18 dataset: Genders, Years, and

Competitions.

3.2. Annotations

Each video clip in our dataset contains an entire rally

starting from serving to a point being scored. It contains

multiple group activities, including serve, firstpass, set,

spike, etc. We have 18 group activity classes, which are

more than [14] where only 8 classes are annotated. We

calculate the instances number of activities in Table. 2. Ta-

ble. 2 shows that the numbers of different activity labels are

diversified. For example, the shot activity samples are far

less than l-firstpass. This is because some activities happen

when the players are in a very passive situation, leading to

the solutions of rare group activity recognition.

For each clip, we annotate temporal boundaries of each

group activity, which can be used in temporal group activity

localization and group activity anticipation tasks. Currently,

there is no benchmark for addressing these tasks that can be

applied to video retrieval. We also label the bounding box

of the player who is touching the ball in the middle frame

of each activity. Based on the annotation, we can explicitly

investigate the contribution of individuals to a group. Note

that key players are not labeled for “winpoint” activity, be-

cause it is at the moment of ball landing “in” or landing

“out”, in which nobody is touching the ball. Moreover, for

each clip, we also provide annotations of the winner in the

rally, in order to encourage a solution for long-term goal-

based prediction of group activity.

In total, we annotate 12035 frames from 1530 clips (51

games × 30 rallies per game) with 18 group activity labels.

The overall labeling structure of our compositional group

activity is shown in Figure 3. The accumulated scores of

51 games are also recorded in the dataset, which points to a

longer-term game-level winner prediction.

Table 2. Instance numbers of the 18 group activity classes in RIT-

18 dataset.

Activity Label # of Instances

l-serve 774

l-firstpass 1395

l-set 1270

l-spike 1012

l-volley 136

l-drop 243

l-shot 23

l-block 393

l-winpoint 764

r-serve 756

r-firstpass 1395

r-set 1266

r-spike 1014

r-volley 143

r-drop 235

r-shot 23

r-block 427

r-winpoint 766

Total 12035



Figure 3. The annotation format of a rally/clip in RIT-18 dataset. For each clip, we record the current score and the winner (left / right

is based on the position at the beginning of the match). The temporal boundary of each activity is labeled by frame-id and seconds. The

bounding box of the key person who is touching the ball is annotated on the middle frame of the activity.

Table 3. Group activity recognition results on RIT-18 dataset. We show the accuracy (%) for each class and mean accuracy (%). Existing

state-of-the-art group activity recognition methods (SSU, ARG, HDTM) are the comparison baselines.

HDTM [14] l-serve l-spike l-set l-pass l-block l-win l-drop l-volley l-shot

28.95 75.92 58.33 23.73 0.0 44.30 0.0 0.0 0.0

mean r-serve r-spike r-set r-pass r-block r-win r-drop r-volley r-shot

40.41 25.69 65.97 67.65 43.99 0.0 16.89 0.0 0.0 0.0

SSU [3] l-serve l-spike l-set l-pass l-block l-win l-drop l-volley l-shot

92.98 91.62 88.41 58.54 3.23 42.41 20.69 22.22 0.0

mean r-serve r-spike r-set r-pass r-block r-win r-drop r-volley r-shot

67.51 95.41 95.81 86.40 78.69 0.0 51.35 1.45 5.56 0.0

ARG [25] l-serve l-spike l-set l-pass l-block l-win l-drop l-volley l-shot

95.61 87.43 88.77 60.76 8.06 60.76 10.34 36.11 0.0

mean r-serve r-spike r-set r-pass r-block r-win r-drop r-volley r-shot

68.09 98.17 91.62 84.19 76.98 10.53 38.51 10.14 8.33 0.0

4. Baseline Results

Our dataset offers a variety of challenges including

group activity recognition, future anticipation and long-

term winner prediction, etc. In this paper, we provide base-

line results for the three challenges. We evaluate several ex-

isting methods of group activity recognition on our bench-

mark, to show the difficulty and application value of our

dataset. For all of the experiments, the dataset is divided

into a training split with 37 videos and a test split with 14

videos.

4.1. Group Activity Recognition Challenge

Evaluation metric: Group activity recognition chal-

lenge requires to recognize the group activity given a

trimmed video clip. We report the top-1 accuracy of recog-

nition of each class.

Baselines: The state-of-the-art group activity recogni-

tion methods ARG [25] and SSU [3] are trained and tested

on RIT-18 dataset. SSU takes as input the video frames and

achieves both the detection of people and the group activity

recognition in the same framework. ARG follows SSU but

proposes to build a learnable graph to capture the relations

between people.

Results: The testing results are shown in Table. 3. ARG

achieved 92.14% accuracy in Volleyball Dataset [14] but

only achieves 68.09% in RIT-18 dataset. This is because our

group activity labels are more diverse than [14] (18 vs 8)

and our volleyball games come from different professional

levels ranging from Olympic games to NCAA. Table. 3 also

shows that activities such as serve, spike, set are easy to be

recognized, but the rare activity classes i.e. drop, volley and

shot are difficult to be recognized. The rare classes mainly

appear in some faulty activities or when a team is in a very

negative situation. We leave the rare group activity recogni-

tion as a future direction.

4.2. Group Activity Anticipation Challenge

Evaluation metric: Group activity anticipation requires

to anticipate the activity class given a partial video with an

incomplete rally, which is defined as a partial observation.

The observation ratio of a partial observation on an ongo-

ing activity is defined as the percentage of the observation

length over the total length of the corresponding full activity

execution. In our task, the observation ratio of the activity

varies and is unknown, since in some real applications, we

are not able to know how much the activity has been com-

pleted. In this paper, the challenge is defined to predict the

activity classes in the future 0.5 second, future 1 second and

the classes of next activity following the ongoing one. We

report the mean top-1 accuracy of future anticipation, given

the partial observation that at different observation ratios in-

cluding 10%, 40% and 70%.

Baselines: We extend the state-of-the-art group activity

recognition methods ARG and SSU to achieve anticipation

of 0.5s, 1s and next activity, given the partial observation.



Table 4. Group activity anticipation results on RIT-18 dataset. We show the mean accuracy (%) of prediction for future 0.5s, 1s and the

next activity after the ongoing activity, given the partially observed frames of the ongoing activity. The percentage of the partial observation

length divided by the total length of the corresponding activity is defined as observation ratio. In this experiment, we report the anticipation

results given the ongoing activity at observation ratio 10%, 40% and 70% respectively.

Method
10% 40% 70%

0.5s 1s next 0.5s 1s next 0.5s 1s next

ARG [25] 37.43 36.93 38.52 44.88 47.43 49.90 49.10 51.69 55.92

SSU [3] 38.06 36.64 36.43 42.53 40.52 42.62 42.62 43.72 45.21

The three anticipation scopes share the backbone pretrained

on the recognition model in Sec.4.1 and the anticipation

branches are independently trained.

Results: The testing results are shown in Table. 4. The

accuracy of baseline methods significantly drops when ob-

serving very few frames e.g. 10%. A future direction of

this challenge is how to enhance the discriminative features

when given limited beginning frames.

4.3. Rallylevel Winner Prediction Challenge

Winner prediction challenge is designed to benchmark

the long-term goal-based prediction performance. A good

winner prediction is supposed to implicitly model the gen-

eral intention of players.

Evaluation metric: Given a partial observation of a clip

(rally), the model needs to predict the winner team of the

clip, which is a binary classification of either left or right.

The observation ratio of the clip is various and unknown.

We report the winner prediction results by observing the

beginning 10%, 40%, 70% and 100% of each rally, defined

as observation ratio below. Note that 100% is considered

as winner recognition where all of the frames in the rally

including winpoint are observed.

Baselines: To our best knowledge, there is no existing

method developed for visual-based winner prediction. Ex-

isting group activity recognition method ARG [25] cannot

be directly used for winner prediction, since it does not

model the temporal context. Below we design three base-

lines.

B1 LSTM: We first extract frame-level features by

VGG19 and apply LSTM on the sequence of frame features.

The output of LSTM is used for binary classification.

B2. Extended ARG with temporal order: We extend

ARG [25] by sorting the six frames from the partial obser-

vation, selected by the sparse temporal sampling strategy.

B3. Extended ARG with monotone importance: We ex-

tend ARG [25] by sorting the six frames from the partial ob-

servation and increasing the importance of the latter frames

gradually, since they are closer to winpoint and should be

more responsible for the prediction.

Results: According to Table. 5, B1 LSTM is not able to

predict the winner even if given the full rally, since it only

extracts features of the entire frames but does not model the

relations between people. Extended ARG B2&B3 are able to

Table 5. Winner prediction accuracy (%) on RIT-18 dataset. Win-

ner prediction is experimented given the partially observed rally

at three different observation ratios, 10%, 40%, 70% and 100%

correspondingly. The observation ratio is defined by the observa-

tion length over the length of an entire rally. Three baselines are

designed for evaluation.

Method 10% 40% 70% 100%

B1 51.25% 51.25% 51.25% 51.25%

B2 54.98% 58.41% 62.54% 64.94%

B3 51.89% 53.61% 67.69% 75.61%

predict the winner to some extent. As approaching the end

of the clip, the prediction accuracy is increasing. Monotone

importance (B3) increases the accuracy of winner predic-

tion, by comparison with sorted ARG (B2). The predic-

tion at 10% of the rally is close to random guess, because

it is a very long-duration setting and some rally takes more

than 30 seconds with athletes quickly moving and changing

poses.

Winner prediction is different from activity recognition,

because it is a goal-based prediction while recognition is

label-based classification. Two adversarial teams attempt to

achieve their goal and the intention of the individual mo-

tions and group formation should be learned. An implicit

quality estimation of individual physical skill and inter-

person coordination may benefit winner prediction, which

is an open question remaining for future work.

5. Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we propose a novel and challenging dataset

to investigate group activity understanding. We collect 1530

rallies from 51 volleyball games and annotate them with

group activity labels, temporal boundaries, key persons and

winner teams. Baseline results on group activity recogni-

tion, anticipation and winner prediction suggest that RIT-

18 dataset is challenging and current methods that over-

whelmed in the existing datasets still remain limited in fully

understanding the group activity. Future work is pointed as

follows.

Defined challenges: The three challenges defined above

can formulate a thorough understanding of group activity.

Particularly, the winner prediction task is designed to eval-

uate a high-level understanding of the goal of players. The



baseline results on the three challenges are still far from

solving them with high precision. The future directions of

the three challenges lie in long-term temporal modeling of

multiple people, a way to recognize the rare activity class

and a spatio-temporal learning of inter-person interactions.

Other possible challenges on RIT-18 dataset: In addi-

tion to the defined three tasks, our dataset has the potential

to evaluate other less explored tasks.

• Temporal group activity localization: As temporal

boundaries are provided in our untrimmed composi-

tional activity dataset, temporal localization of group

activities can be achieved. The temporal localization

needs a good temporal context learning of multiple

people. The diverse clip lengths raise the challenge

of discovering the inter-person interactions.

• Individual Contribution: We provide the bounding

box annotation of the player who is touching the ball

in each activity, as the key person. It is of great signif-

icance to infer the contribution of individuals in form-

ing this group activity, with applications in crime pre-

vention and athletes valuing. The participation of in-

dividuals has been investigated in existing group activ-

ity recognition work [27, 18] during training stage, to

suppress the irrelevant players. But it was not quan-

titatively evaluated before because of no annotations.

Our key person annotations can be used to evaluate in-

dividual contributions to a group activity.

• Game-level winner prediction: According to Figure

3, we can achieve a longer duration prediction based

on RIT-18. Since the game winner, set winner and ac-

cumulated points are all annotated, we can predict the

set winner or the game winner, given some randomly

selected clips of the set or the game. It is essentially

a visual-based skill determination task to infer which

team is better organized and more skilled.
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